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Abstract 

 

The present study investigated the extent to which child level factors (i.e., phonological 

awareness) and letter level factors (i.e., letter name structures, letter frequency, visual similarity, 

and letter order) contributed to letter name and sound acquisition, using data from Korean-

speaking children (N = 169) and cross-classified multilevel model. The results showed that (1) a 

relatively large amount of variance is attributable to letter differences; (2) letter feature variables, 

letter name structure variable in particular, explained a large amount of variance attributable to 

differences among letters for letter-name knowledge; (3) phonological awareness was 

consistently related to letter-name and -sound knowledge; (4) letter-name knowledge was 

somewhat inconsistent in its relation to letter-sound knowledge; and (5) letter feature variables 

were not consistently related to letter-name or -sound knowledge. The results are discussed in 

light of language or script general versus specific factors and instructional environment in letter 

name and sound acquisition.   
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Language general and specific factors in letter acquisition: Considering child and letter 

characteristics in Korean 

  

 

In alphabet writing systems where letters represent sounds (e.g., English, Spanish, 

Hebrew, and Korean), letters are the critical symbols to recognize their shapes, names, and 

sounds for acquisition of early literacy skills (Foulin, 2005; National Research Council, 1998; 

Treiman & Rodriquez, 1999). In the United States, the importance of letter knowledge is 

recognized in numerous assessments for young children (e.g., Texas Primary Reading Inventory 

[TPRI], Florida Assessment for Instruction in Reading [FAIR], Test Of Preschool Early Literacy 

[TOPEL]) and many recent state initiatives, which include explicit instruction of letter name and 

sound for young children (e.g., Florida Department of Education, 2007; Massachusetts 

Department  of Education, 2011; Ohio Department of Education, 2007).   

Despite the recognized importance of letter knowledge in English-speaking contexts, our 

understanding about language universal versus language specific factors that influence processes 

of learning letter names and sounds is limited because our understanding of letter learning has 

been mostly limited to English (Treiman, Levin, & Kessler, in press) in which the relation 

between letter names and sounds are most complex (Share, 2008), and in North America where 

letter names and sounds are explicitly and systematically taught in the majority of institutes 

(Ritchey, 2008; Treiman & Kessler, 2003). Even if explicit instruction is not provided at the 

institute level, children are likely to have many opportunities to be exposed to letter sounds in 

informal contexts such as TV programs (e.g., Sesame Street or Between the Lions) or at home 

through alphabet books (McBride-Chang, 1999). Recently, however, evidence in scripts other 

than English such as Hebrew (Levin & Ehri, 2009; Levin, Patel, Margalit, & Brad, 2002; Levin, 
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Shatil-Carmon, & Asif-Rave, 2006; Treiman et al., 2007, in press) has revealed processes that 

are similarly and dissimilarly involved in English versus Hebrew letter learning. In the present 

study, we extend these recent studies by examining the likelihood of knowing letter names and 

sounds as a function of child factors (e.g., phonological awareness) and letter characteristics (e.g., 

letter frequency, visual similarity, and letter name-sound structure), and the interaction between 

child and letter characteristics by using data from Korean-speaking children. Korean is a good 

candidate to address these research questions because it differs from previously studied scripts 

(i.e., English and Hebrew) in both letter name and sound characteristics. Furthermore, unlike 

previous studies, the sample children were in the instruction environment where letter sound 

instruction is absent in the formal or informal contexts (see below). Finally, in the present study, 

we used analytical strategies that allow parsing variance in child and level levels separately, that 

is, multilevel cross-classified models.  

Child Factors Influencing Letter-Name and -Sound Knowledge  

Studies have suggested that multiple factors influence letter name and sound acquisition, 

including both child and letter characteristics. In the present study, phonological awareness and 

letters included in the child’s name were examined as child factor variables for letter-name and -

sound knowledge. Additionally, for the letter-sound knowledge outcome, letter-name knowledge 

was included as a child factor predictor.     

Phonological awareness, one’s sensitivity and ability to manipulate various language 

units (e.g., syllables and phonemes; Ziegler & Goswami, 2005), may facilitate recognizing 

phonological cues in letter names and thus abstracting the sound values from letter names (Foy 

& Mann, 2006; Treiman & Kessler, 2003). Evidence has shown that phonological awareness is 

related to children’s letter-name knowledge (Burgess & Lonigan, 1998; Evans, Bell, Shaw, 
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Moretti, & Page, 2006; Lonigan, Burgess, & Anthony, 2000; Senechal & LeFevre, 2002), and 

letter-sound knowledge (de Jong, 2007; Kim, Petscher, Foorman, & Zhou, 2010; Share, 2004; 

Treiman, Tincoff, Rodriguez, Mouzaki, & Francis, 1998), and interacts with children’s letter-

name knowledge such that English-speaking kindergartners with sophisticated phonological 

awareness had greater probabilities of knowing letter sounds than children with less developed 

phonological awareness when the letter name was known (Kim et al., 2010). Studies with 

Korean-speaking children showed that phonological awareness was moderately related to letter-

name knowledge (.30 to .54; Kim, 2007, 2009, 2010).  

Another child factor for letter knowledge might be whether letters are included in the 

child’s name. It has been reported that children tend to know letter names for letters that are 

included in their names (Treiman & Broderick, 1998; Treiman & Kessler, 2003). Typically, a 

child’s name is one of the first printed words she recognizes or learns to write (Treiman et al., in 

press; Villaume & Wilson, 1989). Thus, children might be exposed to letters in their names more 

frequently than others, and the frequency of exposure might play a role in knowing letter names 

and sounds (Treiman & Kessler, 2003; Treiman et al., in press). English-speaking children 

tended to recognize names of the first letter in their own name better than other letters in an 

upper-case letter-naming task although differences were not found for subsequent letters 

(Treiman & Broderick, 1998). However, whether children are more likely to know the sounds of 

letters included in their names than letters not included in their names is somewhat inconsistent 

because it was not related to letter-sound knowledge for English-speaking children (Treiman & 

Broderick, 1998), but it was for Hebrew-speaking children (Treiman et al., in press). In the 

present study, letters included in the child’s name was examined as a child level predictor for 

both letter-name and -sound knowledge for Korean-speaking children.   
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 Much evidence from English-speaking children has suggested that children abstract 

letter-sound knowledge using phonetic information from letter names (Byrne & Fielding-

Barnsley, 1989; Foulin, 2005; Kim et al., 2010; Piasta & Wagner, 2010; Treiman & Kessler, 

2003; Treiman, Pennington, Shriberg, & Boada, 2008). Letter names provide phonetic cues for 

letter sounds as letter names typically contain the phoneme that the letter represents. For example, 

the letter name /pŸ/ for the letter p contains the phoneme /p/, and a child who knows the letter 

name /pŸ/ for the letter p is more likely to know its sound value /p/ than a child who does not 

(Kim et al., 2010; Treiman & Kessler, 2003; Treiman et al., 1998). Studies have shown a 

moderate to strong relation (.57 ≤ rs ≤ .86) between letter-name knowledge and letter-sound 

knowledge in English (Burgess & Lonigan, 1998; Evans et al., 2006). Recent experimental 

studies support the causal role of letter-name knowledge in letter sound acquisition. Children 

who were taught letter names that were phonologically related knew more letter sounds than 

children who were taught phonologically unrelated, but meaningful real-word labels (Share, 

2004). Furthermore, children benefited more from letter name and sound training in letter sound 

acquisition than from letter sound training alone (Piasta & Wagner, 2010). 

Letter Factors Influencing Letter-Name and -Sound Knowledge  

Letter properties that might influence letter name acquisition include the confusability of 

a letter’s shape with other letters (i.e., visual similarity), letter name structure, the position of 

letters (i.e., letter order), and frequency in print materials (Evans et al., 2006; Justice, Pence, 

Bowles, & Wiggins, 2006; McBride-Chang, 1999; Treiman & Kessler, 2003; Treiman, Kessler, 

& Bourassa, 2001; Treiman, Kessler, & Pollo, 2006; Treiman et al., 2007; Treiman et al., 1998). 

Letters typically tend to be similar in shapes which might cause difficulty distinguishing them 

(Treiman & Kessler, in press). The confusability of a letter’s shape with other letters for lower 
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case English alphabet letters was negatively related to children’s letter-name knowledge 

(Treiman & Kessler, 2003) and children’s letter-sound knowledge for children learning Hebrew 

letters (Treiman et al., in press). However, in Korean, the relation between visual similarity and 

letter knowledge might differ from previous studies because of a unique aspect of the Korean 

script – that is, grapho-phonological relations (Treiman, 2006). In Korean, the graphic 

representations of consonant letter shapes are designed to reflect articulatory structure of the 

organs, and sounds that are phonologically related are also reflected graphically. For example, 

the letter ඝ (/kiyuk/) is a velar sound, and the shape is designed to depict the shape of back of 

the mouth where the sound is made. Another letter, භ(/khiyuk/), is phonologically related to ඝ 

because it is a velar sound with aspiration. Since භ is articulated similarly to ඝ with a 

difference in terms of the aspirated nature, a horizontal stroke is added to ඝ to form භ to 

represent the aspiration. Similarly, ඞ (/ssangkiyuk/, meaning double kiyuk) is related to ඝ 

because it is a tensed version of ඝ, and graphically the tensed aspect is noted by adding another 

ඝ to formඞ. Following the same logic, other consonant letters have similar patterns: coronal 

letters have ඣ, ම, and ඤ, bilabial lettersථ, ඹ, and ද, sibilant letters න, ; ප,  බ, and ඵ, 

and glottal letters ඳ, and ය.  A similar principle is applied to vowel letters. For instance, adding 

another stroke to a letter, ර /a/, results inල/ja/ (see Table 1 for similar patterns for other vowel 

letters). Thus, on the one hand, the principle of grapho-phonological relations creates visual 

similarities among letters, and thus may cause confusion in distinguishing among letters. On the 

other hand, the visual similarity might facilitate acquisition of letter knowledge (e.g., letter 

sounds) to the extent that children implicitly learn about the grapho-phonological relations of the 

Korean script. The grapho-phonological relation is not taught in early literacy instruction.   
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  The second letter characteristic examined in the present study is letter name structure. 

Letters vary in how letter sounds are represented in their names and this variation in name 

structure has been shown to influence letter-sound knowledge for English-speaking children (e.g., 

Kim et al., 2010; Piasta & Wagner, 2010; Treiman & Kessler, 2003). For example, some letters 

in English have consonant-vowel pattern (e.g., d, g, k, p), some have vowel-consonant pattern 

(e.g., f, l, m, n), and others do not contain letter sound cues (e.g., w). English-speaking children 

learn the sounds of letters in the consonant-vowel letters more easily than vowel-consonant or no 

sound letters (Kim et al., 2010; McBride-Chang, 1999; Treiman & Kessler, 2003). However, the 

relation between letter name structure and letter name acquisition is less clear for English-

speaking children as mixed findings were reported. Some reported no relation between letter 

name structure and letter name knowledge (Piasta & Wagner, 2010; Treiman & Broderick, 1998) 

whereas others reported children’s greater knowledge of letter names for consonant letters with 

sound clues (i.e., consonant-vowel and vowel-consonant letters) (McBride-Chang, 1999; Justice 

et al., 2006). In Korean, letter name structure might be a particularly important predictor of letter 

name and sound knowledge not only because of the structural differences among different letter 

types (e.g., simple versus double consonants), but also because of instructional influence -- 

letters are introduced in groups as a function of letter name-sound structure (e.g., simple 

consonants, simple vowels).  

In Korean, letters can be categorized into four groups in terms of letter name structure 

(Kim, 2009): Simple Consonants (SC – 14 letters), Double Consonants (DC – 5 letters), Simple 

vowels (SV – 10 letters), and Complex Vowels (CV – 11 letters) (see Table 1). The vowel letters 

(both simple and complex vowels) are transparent such that letter names represent sound values 

in a perfectly consistent, one-to-one manner with a few exceptions. For example, the name of a 
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vowel letter ර (/a/) represents /a/ sounds consistently1. Complex vowel letters are created by 

combining multiple vowel letters (mostly simple vowel letters). For instance, the letter හ /wa/ is 

created by combining two simple vowels, ස /o/ and ර/a/. Fourteen simple consonant letters are 

fairly transparent whereas five double letters are opaque. The simple consonant letters have a 

consistent phonological patterning with CV.VC (i.e., C/Ÿ/./Ŷ/C; a period represents a syllable 

juncture) letter names2 and the consonant in the C/Ÿ/ syllable contains the sound value in the 

onset position while the consonant in the /Ŷ/C syllable contains the sound value in the coda 

position. For instance, the letters ප and ය have different sound values in the onset (i.e., /c/ and 

/h/, respectively) but the same sound value in the coda (i.e., /t/). This information is reflected in 

the consonants of their letter names, that is, /cŸ.Ŷt/ for letter ප and the letter ය/hŸ.Ŷt/. The 

systematic cues at the beginning and end of consonant letter names may be important for letter 

sound acquisition because many consonants in Korean have different sounds in the onset versus 

coda position due to coda neutralization (i.e., several phonemes in the onset become neutralized 

to a single phoneme in the coda such that there are 19 consonant phonemes in the onset position 

but seven in the coda; see Kim, 2007).  

The five double consonant letters are opaque in terms of a letter name-sound relation in 

that the letter names do not provide phonological cues for letter sounds, but provide information 

about letter composition. The names for double consonant letters literally mean double or two of 

a single consonant. For example, the letter name for ඵ is /ssa┕.cŸ.Ŷt/ (ssang means double, so 

ssang.cŸ.Ŷt means two cŸ.Ŷt, ප) and the associated sound value, /cc/, is a tense /c/, a separate 

                                                 
1 A couple of exceptions exist for complex vowels for which a phoneme is represented by more than one letter (see 

Table 1) 
2 Two consonant letters, /k傑.j肩k/ and /t傑.g隙t/, have a CV.CVC structure. Furthermore, while the majority of letter 

names for consonants have /隙/ in the second syllable, two exceptions are (k傑.j肩k) and (s傑.ot). 
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phoneme from /cc/. Although these double consonant letters represent tense counterparts for the 

single consonant letters, and thus their sounds are related to those of single consonant letters (e.g., 

/c/ versus /cc/), the names of double consonant letters themselves do not provide phonological 

cues. Double Consonant (DC) letters and their associated sound values are presented in Table 1. 

In early literacy instruction, the names of SC letters tend to be introduced first along with SV 

whereas DC and CV are introduced later in literacy instruction, and are not used in words as 

frequently as simple consonants and vowels (see letter frequency information in Table 1).  

The position of letters, or the order in which letters are introduced, might influence the 

acquisition of letter names and sounds. It might be that letters at the start of the alphabet string 

might receive more attention in formal and informal learning contexts. Studies with English-

speaking children showed that children are more likely to know the names of letters that are 

introduced earlier than later (i.e., a, b) (McBride-Chang, 1999).   

Finally, letter frequency is another letter feature predictor for letter name and sound 

knowledge (Treiman & Kessler, 2003). Letters that occur frequently in print materials might 

influence children’s acquisition of letter names and sounds due to greater exposure. Results from 

previous studies are mixed as positive but small effects were found in Hebrew (Treiman et al., 

2007) whereas no statistically significant effect was found for English-speaking children (Evans 

et al., 2006; Treiman & Kessler, 2003).   

Early Literacy Instruction in Korea 

Whole-word method is the dominant instructional approach for early literacy education in 

Korea (Ministry of Education and Human Resource Development, 1998).  In this environment, 

an entire word is introduced as a unit to memorize without explicit instruction about the 

systematic relation between letters and sounds (Kim, 2007; 2010). Teachers at participating 
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schools also used the whole word approach in their classrooms using flash cards and copying (of 

whole words) as main instructional techniques. According to an informal interview, preschool 

teachers at the participating preschools did not provide any instruction on phonological 

awareness (Kim, 2011), letter sounds or the relation between letter names and sounds. In fact, 

teachers themselves were not aware of the systematic relation between letter names and sounds 

for simple consonant letters (i.e., the systematic cues for the sounds in the onset and coda), and 

were not able to produce sounds of letters. Early literacy textbooks did not indicate the sound 

values of letters. Teachers taught letter names in the beginning of year 1 (the majority of children 

are 4 years old) when teaching letter shapes (e.g., tracing letters) for simple consonants and 

vowels in the alphabetical order (see Table 1). Double consonant and complex vowel letters were 

not taught systematically and consistently according to teacher interview and examination of 

textbooks used in the participating schools. Teachers tended to teach these letters on a case by 

case basis as they occur in words.   

Present Study  

In summary, we examined letter and child factors that contribute to children’s letter name 

and sound acquisition by using data from Korean monolingual children. For instance, we 

investigated differences in predicted probabilities of knowing letter sounds as a function of child 

factors such as phonological awareness, letter-name knowledge, and letters included in names; 

and as a function of letter properties such as visual similarity, letter name-sound structure, letter 

order, and letter frequency in print materials, and interactions between child and letter factors. A 

cross-classified multilevel model was used to accommodate the cross-classified structures of the 

data (child level and letter level, see Data Analyses for further details). Specific research 

questions included the following: (1) What are the probabilities of knowing letter names as a 
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function of child characteristics and letter characteristics? (2) What are the probabilities of 

knowing letter sounds as a function of child characteristics and letter characteristics? 

Method 

Participants and sites 

Participants were 169 monolingual Korean-speaking children attending two children’s 

houses (i.e., preschools/kindergartens) in a metropolitan city in South Korea. Ninety children (41 

girls) were in year 1 classes (Mean age = 65.80 months, SD = 4.62 months, ranging from 51 to 

82 months; 4 year olds hereafter) and 79 children (36 girls) were year 2 classes (Mean age = 

78.32, SD = 4.81, ranging from 71 to 96 months; 5 year olds hereafter)3. Data used in the present 

study were collected at the end of the academic year (i.e., February - Academic year starts in 

March in South Korea; see Kim 2011). The sample children in this study came from 

predominantly low and low-average socioeconomic family backgrounds, and did not have any 

reported hearing, visual, nor speech difficulties.  

Measures and Procedures 

Phonological awareness. Children’s phonological awareness was assessed by syllable and 

coda (i.e., syllable final consonant) deletion tasks. In the syllable deletion task, children were 

presented with two syllable words (10 items) and three syllable words (five items), and three 

syllable nonwords (10 items) and asked to delete one syllable. For example, deleting /Ȓǹ/ from 

/Ȓǹ.gǪ/ (clock or watch) would be /gǪ/ (dog). There were three practice items. Eight items 

required deletion of the first syllable, 10 items deletion of the final syllable, and seven items the 

deletion of the middle syllable.  

                                                 
3 These children were in four-year-old classes despite age variation among children. The four-year-old classes are 

primarily for children who are getting early literacy instruction for the first time at an institution level. In the present 

study, we refer to Year 1 children as 4 year olds, and Year 2 children as 5 year olds because children typically start 

Year 1 at age 4.  
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The phoneme deletion task included a total of 12 items with one-syllable words for which 

children were asked to delete syllable-final consonant phoneme (i.e., coda). In order to ease the 

difficulty, two practice items and the first four test items had multiple choice format (i.e., 

selecting one from four options) while the other eight test items did not. For example, saying 

/mul/ (water) without /l/ is /mu/ (radish). The distractors were /ip/ (leaf), /hǪ/ (sun), and /ssi/ 

(seed). Each choice was presented with a corresponding picture to minimize working memory 

demands. This was modeled after the phonological awareness subtest of the Test of Preschool 

Early Literacy (TOPEL [Lonigan, Wagner, & Torgesen, 2007]). Item analysis results showed 

high and consistent point biserial correlations, indicating that children’s performance on the 

items with and without options were highly related to the total score. Thus, a total score of 

syllable and phoneme deletion tasks (a maximum of 37) was used in this study. Cronbach’s alpha 

was estimated to be .93 for 37 items.  

Letter-name knowledge. This task required the children to provide the names for all the 

40 Korean letters (21 vowel letters and 19 consonant letters) presented in random order. Each 

item was scored dichotomously to provide a total maximum score of 40. Cronbach’s alpha was 

estimated to be .96 for 40 letters. 

Letter-sound knowledge. This task required the children to provide the sounds for 37 

Korean letters presented in random order. A pilot test revealed that children did not understand 

the task without practice items, most likely due to the absence of explicit letter sound instruction 

in Korea. Therefore, three letters (2 consonant and 1 simple vowel letters) were provided as 

practice items. Two sets of three letters were tested in the pilot test in order to examine bias of 

certain letter items. Pilot test results revealed no difference in the children’s performance on 

either set so that one set of practice items were randomly selected. In the practice items, the 
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examiners told children the sound values of each letter by stating, for example, “This letter 

(pointing to a letter) makes a /k/ sound.”  As noted above, Korean letter names for consonants 

contain sound values when the consonant letter is in onset and coda positions. During the 

practice items, the examiner told children only the sound values of consonants in the onset 

position. If any child gave sound values in the coda position, she would have received credit for 

that, but no such response was observed. Each item was scored dichotomously to provide a total 

maximum score of 37 (40 letters minus three practice letters). Cronbach’s alpha was estimated to 

be .95 for 37 letters. In the analysis, when the outcome was letter sound knowledge, only 

consonant letters were used because letter name and sounds are the same for vowels and thus, 

their knowledge of letter sounds are confounded by their knowledge letter names for vowel 

letters .  

Letter frequency. Letter frequency in written materials for young children was estimated 

based on 32 passages in the official reading textbook for first semester of first grade in Korea 

(Korean Ministry of Education, 2002).  The length of passages varied, ranging from 9 to 268 

words4 (M = 86.84, SD = 67.87) or from 12 to 766 syllables (M = 260.31, SD = 206.62). Raw 

frequency of the 40 letters in these texts was counted and presented in Table 1. The pattern of 

letter frequency was similar to that reported for adult texts for vowels (Lee, 1997).  

Visual similarity of letters. Visual similarity of the target letter to other letters was coded 

following Treiman and Kessler’s (2003) work by counting the number of other letters whose 

visual forms share 50% of more of strokes in target letter’s form or the letter shape is identical to 

target letter when rotated. For instance, the letter ඝ had a similarity value of 3 because of its 

similarity with the following 3 letters: භ, ඞ, and ච 

                                                 
4 The concept of words does not match exactly to those in English. In the present article, the words were counted as 

those that were marked by spacing, which underestimates the number of words when following the concept of words 

in English.  
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Letters in children’s names. Each letter that was contained in participating child’s first 

and family name was coded dichotomously. In other words, if a child’s name was ₖ㏷㧊 (Kim, 

Songyi), then all the relevant letters (ඝ, ා, ත, න, ස, ඳ, ඳ, ා ) was coded for its occurrence 

in the relevant place (i.e., initial position of the family name). It should be noted that double 

consonants are rarely used in Korean names, and in our sample double consonants did not occur 

in child’s name. Thus, in the analysis, letters included in the children’s names were not examined 

for contrast analysis for double consonant letters (e.g., Table 7). 

Letter name structure. Letters were classified as the following four categories as 

described earlier: Simple consonants (SC), double consonants (DC), simple vowels (SV), and 

complex vowels (CV).  

Letter order. Order of letters was coded within each letter category such as simple 

consonants, double consonants, simple vowels, and complex vowels. This was because although 

there is a well-established sequence of letters for simple consonants and vowels, simple 

consonants or simple vowels can be taught in any order (i.e., teachers can teach simple vowels 

first followed by simple consonants, or vice versa). Typically, however, simple consonant letters 

tend to be taught first followed by simple vowel letters. Simple consonants and simple vowels 

are introduced earlier than double consonants and complex vowels because double consonants 

and complex vowels require knowledge of simple consonants and vowels.   

Data Analyses 

A key component of this study was to examine the variation in responses to the letter 

name and sound tasks across children as well as across the individual letters. Although 

traditional multilevel models (e.g., children nested within schools) are designed to explain why 

individuals and groups vary, they are insufficient to explain variation when data are 
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simultaneously nested within two levels. For example, while children may be nested within a 

school, they may attend multiple classes, each instructed by a different teacher within that school. 

As such, children are simultaneously nested within multiple classrooms, and while the nesting of 

children within a single classroom may be handled by a traditional mixed-effects modeling 

approach, it is necessary to use an alternative model to capture the variation that would occur 

across multiple, simultaneous classrooms. 

This exemplar is often referred to an instance of cross classification; in the present data, 

we may view item responses as concurrently nested within individuals and items (Kim et al., 

2010). All participants were exposed to all items (e.g., letter names and letter sounds), and thus 

the scores are crossed by children and letters, but not nested (if nested, only some letters would 

have been exposed to the children). It is important to consider this type of model specification 

such that the variance estimates between levels may be unbiased (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). 

An equally important feature of the cross-classified model is the ability to correctly estimate the 

standard errors of the estimated coefficients. Recent research in comparing basic multilevel 

models with ones that incorporated cross-classification using reading data demonstrated that the 

standard errors of coefficients were deflated by nearly 40% in the basic multilevel model (Gilbert, 

Petscher, Compton, & Schatschneider, 2011).  

All cross-classified multilevel model (CCMLM) analyses in the present study were 

conducted using PROC GLIMMIX in SAS 9.2, with two separate groups of models generated 

for the two outcomes (i.e., letter names and letter sounds). Within the context of cross-classified 

models such as the present design, age cannot be treated as a simple covariate to explain student 

variance in the model, as the estimation of letter variance would be convoluted by the collapsing 

of age groups together. Rather, by conducting individual, age-specific analyses, the partitioning 
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of the variance of scores between children and letters can more accurately reflect developmental 

differences. That is, it is possible that more variability would exist in scores due to letter 

differences for younger children compared to older ones as a function of developmental ability. 

Older children are typically more likely to have mastered letter-name knowledge, thus, the 

variance due to letters in a model for older children would be different from letter variance for 

younger children. To capture these individual differences as a function of age, separate models 

were run for younger and older children. 

For each outcome, a taxonomy of models was constructed, where four cumulative models 

were analyzed in a sequential manner. Specific information about each model specification is 

found in Appendix A and interpretation is found in the results section. However, for explication 

purposes we describe the steps for model building here, using letter-names as the outcome. 

Initially, an unconditional or within-cell model (Model 1) was fitted to describe the overall mean 

log-odds of knowing a letter name. If the model showed that significant variability existed 

among children and among letters, a second model was fitted that included the child-level 

variables of phonological awareness and whether a letter was in the student’s name (LIN). 

Although the latter predictor may be viewed as a cross-level interaction, we opted to enter it as a 

child predictor. In this model, phonological awareness is centered on its grand mean, while the 

LIN variable was a dummy-code.   

Lastly, Models 3 and 4 incorporated the letter-level predictors, which included 

categorical codes that identified letters as SC letters, DC letters, SV letters, or CV letters, as well 

as  continuous indicators of the letter frequency, visual similarity, and letter order. Both of these 

final two models used SC letters as the referent, and thus, the statistical significance testing (i.e., 

p-values) for the remaining three dummy codes indicated if the marginal mean for each feature 
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was significantly different from SC letters (i.e., DC versus SC letters, SV versus SC letters, and 

CV versus SC letters). As we were also interested in comparing the marginal means among the 

four letter structure groups, and not just compared to SC letters, post-hoc contrasts among the 

letter features were generated (i.e., to compare whether predicted probabilities were different for 

DC versus SV letters, SV versus CV, etc.) conditional on the student’s phonological awareness 

scores. Contrasts were estimated among the letter features when phonological awareness was 

low (i.e., at the 25th percentile of the sample distribution), average, or high (i.e., at the 75th 

percentile of the sample distribution).  

 Results 

 

Descriptive statistics and correlations for the measures are reported by age level in Table 

2. On average, four-year-old children correctly named 25 letters (SD =10.13), were able to 

correctly say 17 letter sounds (SD = 10.36), and had a mean phonological awareness total score 

of 23 (SD = 7.94). As expected, five-year-old children had greater average scores than the 

younger children on the letter name (M = 29.76, SD = 10.22), letter sound (M =23.18, SD = 

10.88) and phonological awareness (M = 29.52, SD = 7.64) tasks. The strengths of association 

among the variables were generally moderate in nature for both age groups. Letter names 

correlated more strongly with letter sound and phonological awareness for younger children (r 

=  .73 and .51, respectively) compared to older children (r =  .66 and .38, respectively). In 

addition to these student performance variables, descriptive statistics for two letter predictors 

were also generated. The average frequency of letters was 324.05 (SD = 388.10), and the 

average visual similarity was 2.95 (SD = 1.18). 

Research question 1: What are the probabilities of knowing letter names as a function of child 

characteristics and letter characteristics? 
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Random effects of the models for both age groups are presented in Tables 3. Variance 

components from the unconditional model (i.e., Model 1) highlighted that greater variance 

existed between individuals (3.25, 3.32) as opposed to letters (2.21, 1.01) for four-year and five-

year-old children, respectively. The resulting intraclass correlations for between-child 

differences between the younger and older children indicated that 59% of the variability in letter-

name knowledge was due to individual participant differences for younger children compared to 

77% for older children. In contrast, while 41% of the total variance in scores was due to letter 

differences for four year olds, letter variance for five year olds was nearly half that of the 

younger children (23%). The mean probability of knowing a letter name was .69 for four year 

olds (Table 4) and .84 for five year olds. Because the random effects suggested that variability in 

the log-odds was statistically significant, this warranted further exploration of modeling 

covariates.  

Model 2 included child variables (Tables 4 & 5). The estimated mean probability of 

knowing a letter, when the letter was not in the name, for a four year old who was average on 

phonological awareness was .68, compared to .83 for five year olds. While phonological 

awareness was a statistically significant predictor for both age groups (p < .001), no significant 

distinction was observed between the estimated probabilities of letter knowledge for those who 

had the target letter in their name (LIN) versus those who did not. Moreover, no significant 

interaction existed between phonological awareness and LIN for either age group. By entering 

child predictors into the model, 30% of the child variance for four year olds, and 27% of the 

child variance for five year olds was explained. Three percent of the letter variance was 

explained by LIN in four year olds, compared to 15% for five year olds. The LIN covariate 

varies over both children and letters, and thus, the letter variance was reduced as well.  
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Letter features (i.e., DC, SC, SV, and CV), in addition to child variables, were included 

as predictors of letter name acquisition in Models 3 (Tables 4 and 5). Figure 1 represents the 

results of Model 3, depicting the probabilities of the four letter categories as a function of 

phonological awareness and whether the letter was in the child’s name or not for four year olds 

(Figures 1a and 1b) and five year olds (Figure 1c and 1d). We further conducted post-hoc general 

linear hypothesis tests to examine whether the statistical significance of predicted probabilities of 

different letter groups may differ when children’s phonological awareness was at the 25th 

percentile of the sample distributions for four and five year olds (i.e., PA = 17 and 25, 

respectively), at the mean of the sample distributions for the two groups (i.e., PA = 23 and 32, 

respectively), and the 75th percentile of the sample distributions (i.e., PA = 28 and 35, 

respectively).  

Four-year-old children who were average in their PA had a .90 probability of knowing an 

SC letter name when an SC letter was not in their name (i.e., intercept of Model 3 in Table 4). 

When examining the effect of letter name structures for four year olds, the probability of 

knowing any of the other letter types was significantly less than the probability for SC letters 

(DC predicted probability = .58, p <.001; SV predicted probability = .68, p <.001; CV predicted 

probability = .24, p <.001). Significant fixed effect contrasts (see the top panel of Table 6) were 

found across nearly all of pair-wise comparisons of letter features for varying levels of 

phonological awareness when the letter was not in the name. When the letter was in the child’s 

name, significant differences were found among SV, SC, and CV letters across all levels of PA 

(see top panel of Table 7). Because there were no children who had DC letters in their name, 

contrasts between letter features conditional on name letter could not be computed. In general, 
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while significant differences were observed across letter features, the conditional probabilities 

over PA did not differ when the name was in the letter  or not (Figure 1). 

Five-year-old children who were average in their PA had a .94 probability of knowing an 

SC letter name when an SC letter was not in their name (i.e., intercept of Model 3 in Table 5). 

When a letter was not in the student’s name, PA was significantly related to letter-name 

knowledge conditional on the letter features (Model 3, Table 5): DC letters (predicted probability 

= .71, p < .001), SV letters (predicted probability = .87, p < .001), as well as CV letters 

(predicted probability =.64, p < .001) compared to SC letters (predicted probability = .94, p 

< .001), when PA was equal to the sample mean. The fixed effect contrasts from the post-hoc 

analysis when the letter was not in the name (bottom panel, Table 6) revealed that significant 

differences were observed across all levels of PA for DC compared to SC (p < .001), SV 

compared to SC (p < .001), and CV compared to SC (p < .001). Moreover, when the letter was in 

the name (bottom panel, Table 7), significant differences were observed among pair-wise 

comparisons of SV, SC, and CV letters. With the inclusion of letter features in Model 3, the 

proportion of reduction in variance was estimated for the difference in Models 1 and 3. The 

overall decrease in letter variance between Models 1 and 3 was 83% for four year olds, and 69% 

for five year olds.  

Lastly, Model 4 included the effects of letter frequency, visual similarity, and letter order 

variables into the model (see Tables 4 & 5). For four year olds, no significant relation was 

observed between any of these predictors and the odds of knowing a letter name. For five year 

olds, a statistically significant effect occurred for both SC order (p < .05) and CV order (p < .05). 

Both coefficients were negative, indicating that the earlier a letter appeared in the SC letters, the 

more likely its name was to be known. Similarly, the earlier a CV letter occurred, an increased 
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likelihood of knowing the name occurred. The inclusion of these covariates did not reduce the 

letter variance for four year olds; however, an additional 7% unique variance (76% total) was 

explained for five year olds beyond that explained by the letter features from Model 3.  

Research question 2: What are the probabilities of knowing letter sounds as a function of child 

characteristics and letter characteristics? 

  As previously discussed, the sound of a vowel in the Korean language is the same as its 

name. Subsequently, a potential bias might exist in modeling letter sounds as the sound 

knowledge of vowels is reflective of name knowledge. Thus, one cannot be specifically assured 

that the measurement is an indication of sounds versus names. To test for this bias, two versions 

of letter-sound knowledge models were run, one which included only consonant letters, and one 

which included both consonant letters and vowel letters. The results indicated that including 

vowel sounds in the cross-classified model not only increased the estimate of letter variance from 

between 9% and 11% to 27-29%, but the explanation of the variance also increased. As a result, 

we opted to use a more conservative model – the consonant-only model – as an indicator of letter 

sound variance, and below are results of the models which included only consonant letters. 

 A total of 91% and 89% variance was due to difference among children in letter sounds 

knowledge for four- and five-year-old children (see bottom panel of Table 3). Inclusion of child 

factors (i.e., PA, LIN, letter-name knowledge) explained 15% of total variance attributable to 

between-child differences for four year olds and 44% for five year olds. As mentioned above, the 

inclusion of letter characteristics in Models 3 and 4 of Table 3 explained only 59% and 81% of 

the variance due to between-letter differences for the two age groups.  

Model 1 indicated that the probability of knowing a consonant sound for four year olds 

(Table 8) was .33 compared to a .43 probability for five year olds (Table 9). The inclusion of 
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letter-name knowledge in Model 2 increased predicted probability in letter-sound knowledge for 

both four- (from .28 to .36) and five-year-old children (from .34 to .43), but it was not 

statistically significant. PA was statistically significant for both four year olds (p < .001), and 

five year olds (p = .01). Model 3 in Tables 8 and 9, as well as Figure 2 may be used to examine 

how the predicted probabilities of knowing a consonant letter sound changes as a function of PA 

change and knowledge of the letter name. For four-year-old children, once letter name structure 

variable was in the model (i.e., SC & DC), letter-name knowledge became statistically 

significant. However, no significant differences existed between DC and SC letters for either age 

groups whether the letter name was known or not. Figure 2 illustrates this effect across the levels 

of PA, where no meaningful differences were observed in the likelihood of knowing a sound 

conditional on name knowledge or letter type (i.e., letter name structure). Additionally, while 

contrasts were estimated for differences across letter features, no statistical distinction was noted 

among letter (results not shown). 

Model 4 included letter frequency, visual similarity, and order of the letters. For four year 

old children, none of the included variables were statistically significant for letter-sound 

knowledge. For five-year-old children, once other letter feature variables were accounted for, DC 

letters had significantly lower probability compared to SC letters when letter names are not 

known. Additionally, letter frequency (p <.001) and SC order (p <.001) were predictive of letter-

sound knowledge after accounting for other letter feature variables. Unexpectedly, the direction 

of relation for letter frequency is negative. However, the size of impact was minimal and these 

results should be understood in the context of accounting for all other child and letter variables. 

The coefficient for SC order was also negative such that children were more likely to know letter 

sounds for letters that occur earlier.  
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Discussion 

Letter acquisition underpins early literacy acquisition in languages with alphabetic 

writing systems (Adams, 1990; Levin et al., 2006; National Institute of Child Health and Human 

Development, 2000; National Research Council, 1998). Some results of the present study are 

convergent with previous studies while divergent results were also found, suggesting the 

importance of accounting for language or script specific factors and perhaps instructional context.  

In the present study we partitioned variation in letter-name and -sound knowledge into 

child- versus letter-level. The amount of variance due to child versus letter characteristics 

differed for letter-name versus letter-sound knowledge outcomes. Overall, greater amounts of 

total variation were attributed to differences among letters in the letter-name outcome than in the 

letter-sound outcome for both four and five year olds – 41% and 23% in letter name compared to 

9% and 11% in letter sound for four and five year olds, respectively. A similar pattern was 

observed even when analysis was conducted with consonant letters only (e.g., 20% for four year 

olds) so that comparisons can be made for letter sound and letter name outcomes given that 

analyses were conducted for consonant letters in the letter sound outcome. Conversely, total 

variation due to differences among children was greater in the letter-sound knowledge outcome 

than in the letter-name knowledge outcome – 91% and 89% in the letter sound compared to 59% 

and 77% in the letter name for four- and five-year olds. These results suggest that, for letter-

name knowledge, letter characteristics account for more variation, particular during the early 

literacy acquisition phase (i.e., 4 year olds) whereas child factors play a greater role for letter-

sound knowledge.  

It is notable that letter feature variables included in the study (i.e., letter name structure, 

visual similarity, letter order, and letter frequency) explained the majority of variation 
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attributable to letters, ranging from 59% to 83% in letter-name and -sound knowledge across 

four- and five-year old children. Among the letter feature variables, letter name structure 

variables (i.e., SC, DC, SV, and CV) explained the majority of variance in differences among 

letters, particularly in the letter-name outcome (Table 3). Children were more likely to know the 

names of simple consonant letters compared to double consonant, simple vowel, or complex 

vowel letters. Salience of the letter name structure variable, and the higher predicted probability 

of knowing simple consonant letters might have been due to an instructional effect because, as 

noted earlier, letters are taught in groups according to the letter name structure, and simple 

consonant letters tend to be taught first. Interestingly, overall, other letter features such as visual 

similarity, letter order, and letter frequency were not uniquely significant in letter-name 

knowledge after accounting for the letter name structure variable. An exception was letter order 

for five-year olds for simple consonants and complex vowels such that children were more likely 

to know letter names for letters that occur earlier in letter sequence than those occur later. 

Similar results were found for SC letters for the letter-sound outcome. The findings for letter 

order effect are convergent with previous findings with English-speaking and Hebrew-speaking 

children (McBride-Chang, 1999; Treiman et al., 2007), but extend our understanding because it 

remained uniquely related to letter-sound knowledge after accounting other comprehensive set of 

child and letter level variables.   

When letter features were considered for the letter-sound knowledge outcome, none of 

the letter feature variables were related to children’s letter-sound knowledge for four year olds. 

For five-year old children, once other child and letter variables were accounted for, children were 

more likely to know SC letters than DC letters when letter names were not known. There was no 

statistical difference in the predicted probability between SC letters and DC letters when letter 
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name was known. The latter finding was somewhat surprising given differences in the extent to 

which SC versus DC letters provide phonetic cues for letter sounds. However, these results 

appear to be in line with our findings that letter-name knowledge is not particularly strongly 

related to letter-sound knowledge for consonant letters in Korean (see below). According to 

previous findings (Foulin, 2005; Kim et al., 2010; Piasta & Wagner, 2010; Treiman & Kessler, 

2003; Treiman et al., 2008), one would expect SC letters to have higher probability of letter-

sound knowledge if letter-name knowledge makes a strong contribution to letter-sound 

knowledge in Korean.  

In contrast to previous results (e.g., Treimen et al., in press), in the present study, greater 

visual similarity was not associated with letter-sound knowledge. It was hypothesized that 

children might implicitly learn the grapho-phonological relations in Korean letters, which might 

facilitate their letter-sound knowledge. However, after accounting for other child and letter 

variables, it does not appear that grapho-phonological relations captured as visual similarity is 

particularly helpful for Korean children’s letter sound acquisition. Despite this result, it is 

premature to exclude the possibility of a facilitative role of grapho-phonological principle in 

letter sound acquisition in Korean, particularly if children are provided with an explicit 

instruction on it.    

Finally, another letter level variable, the letter frequency, was associated with letter-

sound knowledge, but surprisingly in a negative direction, which contrasts to a previous finding 

(e.g., Treiman et al., in press). Although we do not have a clear explanation for this result, it 

should be noted that the size of effect was minimal, and the result is after accounting for all the 

other child and letter level variables.  
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Turning to results involving child level predictors, phonological awareness was positively 

associated with children’s knowledge of letter names and sounds, confirming previous studies 

with English-speaking children (e.g., Evans et al., 2006; Lonigan, Burgess, & Anthony, 2000; 

Senechal & LeFevre, 2002), and providing support for the hypothesis that children’s 

understanding and ability to manipulate sound structures (i.e., phonological awareness) might be 

a language general facilitative predictor for  children’s acquisition of letter names and sounds in 

languages with alphabetic scripts.  

In contrast, the relation between letter-name knowledge to letter-sound knowledge was 

inconsistent and smaller than what has been found for English-speaking children. Letter-name 

knowledge was uniquely related to children’s letter-sound knowledge for consonant letters only 

for four year olds, and only after accounting for letter feature variables (Model 4 of Table 8). 

These results contrast those for English-speaking children for whom knowing letter names made 

a large difference in children’s letter sound knowledge (Treiman et al., 1998; Kim et al., 2010). 

There might be three explanations for these divergent results. First potential reason is an 

instructional factor. That is, the extent to which young children may benefit from knowing letter 

names in abstracting letter-sound knowledge might be limited in the absence of explicit 

instruction of letter sounds. Without systematic and explicit instruction on letter sounds, or letter-

name and -sound relations, discovering letter name-sound connections, and abstracting letter 

sounds from letter names might not be as readily available for young children. An alternative 

explanation is that the extent to which Korean letter names provide phonological cues is not 

comparable to that in English letter names, and thus, discrepant results from those with English-

speaking children. However, as noted earlier, simple consonant letters in Korean have a 

systematic patterning in letter names (i.e., CVVC name pattern) and have a fairly transparent and 
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consistent letter-name and -sound relation (i.e., the consonants at the beginning and end of the 

name provide cues for letter sounds) compared to the DC letters. Thus, these simple consonant 

letters in Korean are fairly comparable to the CV (e.g., letter p) and VC letters (e.g., letter f) in 

English in terms of letter name-sound transparency while double consonant letters are 

comparable to no sound letters in English (i.e., h, w). It might be that abstracting letter sounds 

from letter names are particularly more difficult for two syllable letter names which is the case in 

Korean than for single syllable letter names as in English, but this remains an empirical question. 

Finally, the means for letter-name knowledge were relatively high for SC letters (see Table 2), 

and might explain a weak or lack of relations. However, it should be noted that despite 

differences in a unique relation of letter-name knowledge to letter-sound knowledge for four- 

versus five-year-old children, the means were highly similar for four- and five-year olds and 

there were sizable variations around the means (i.e., mean percent correct for 4 year olds = .81; 

mean percent correct for 5 year olds = .85; see Table 2). Furthermore, for five-year-old English-

speaking children, letter-name knowledge had a large effect on letter-sound knowledge despite a 

relatively high mean performance (e.g., .73 for consonant-vowel letters; Kim et al., 2010).  A 

future study with a sample of children at an earlier stage of letter acquisition would help 

illuminate the relation of letter-name knowledge to letter-sound knowledge for Korean-speaking 

children, if the present findings were consequences of relatively high performance on letter-name 

knowledge.   

Finally, another child level variable, letters included in the child’s name, was not 

uniquely related to children’s letter-name or -sound knowledge after accounting for phonological 

awareness. Although these results are discrepant from a recent study with Hebrew-speaking 

children (Treiman et al., in press), the results cannot be directly compared because of differences 
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in the studies – in the present study, letters included in the child’s names was examined 

simultaneously along with other child level predictors (e.g., phonological awareness) whereas in 

Treiman and colleagues’ study did not. Furthermore, these results do not exclude a potential role 

of letters included in the child’s name in letter acquisition during other developmental phases 

(e.g., an earlier, beginning stage of letter acquisition).   

Several limitations and directions for future studies are worth noting. First, we were 

unable to examine the letter-sound outcome for vowel letters. In a future study, a letter sound 

task which taps into children’s knowledge of vowel letter sounds without being confounded by 

their name knowledge would be helpful so that vowel letters can be examined in relation to child 

and letter factor variables for the letter-sound outcome. Furthermore, because double consonant 

letters are rarely used in names in Korean, we were not able to examine the effect of having 

letters included in the child’s name for the double consonant letters. Finally, in comparison to 

letter level predictors, child level predictors for the letter-name and -sound outcomes explained 

less than half of the variance attributable to differences among children. Specifically, for the 

letter name outcome, phonological awareness and letter included in child’s names explained 28% 

and 9% of variance attributable to differences among children, for four- and five-year-old 

children, respectively. For the letter-sound outcome, the three child level predictors (i.e., letter 

name knowledge, phonological awareness, and letters included in child’s names) explained 17% 

and 44% of variance attributable to differences among children for four- and five-year-old 

children, respectively. The lack of explanatory power in letter-name and -sound outcomes by the 

child factor predictors in the present study are somewhat surprising because letter-name 

knowledge and phonological awareness has been prominently and well specified in theoretical 

models of letter sound acquisition (e.g., Treiman & Kessler, 2003). These results indicate a need 
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to explore and include other potential child-level variables (e.g., visual memory) in future studies. 

One potential factor could be children’s word reading and spelling experience, particularly for 

letter-sound knowledge. That is, children might implicitly abstract letter sounds as they learn to 

read and spell words. Although the whole word instruction did not explicitly emphasize 

children’s attention to individual letters and sounds in their word reading and spelling, copying 

and spelling were highly emphasized. Thus, as children copy and spell words, they might be able 

to extract sound values for individual letters, particularly for those who have high phonological 

awareness, given that phonological awareness was a consistent and important predictor of letter-

sound knowledge after accounting for other child and letter predictors. A future study is needed 

to examine this hypothesis.      

 In summary, the present study revealed that child characteristics such as children’s 

phonological awareness, and letter characteristics such as letter name structure, were positively 

related to letter-name and -sound knowledge in Korean. Discrepant from previous studies, 

however, letter-name knowledge was found to smaller effect. These results provide evidence for 

language general versus language specific factors in letter acquisition. Future studies are 

warranted to explore other cognitive and instructional factors that contribute to children’s letter 

sound acquisition in Korean as a large amount of variation is left unexplained in child level 

variation.   
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Appendix A 

 

Generalized Linear Model 
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Appendix B 

Variance Components for Letter Sounds with Vowels Included 

 

          

95% Confidence 

Interval 

Age Model 

Cross-

Classification 

Variance 

Component SD Lower Upper 

Age 4 Model 1 Student 3.26 0.57 2.38 4.74 

  

Letter 1.21 0.31 0.77 2.15 

 

Model 2 Student 1.98 0.37 1.42 2.95 

  

Letter 1.05 0.28 0.67 1.89 

 

Model 3 Student 2.00 0.37 1.43 2.97 

  

Letter 0.16 0.06 0.08 0.41 

 

Model 4 Student 2.00 0.37 1.44 2.98 

    Letter 0.16 0.24 0.52 1.62 

Age 5 Model 1 Student 5.44 1.01 3.89 8.13 

  

Letter 2.25 0.58 1.44 4.00 

 

Model 2 Student 3.75 0.72 2.66 5.67 

  

Letter 2.60 0.67 1.66 4.64 

 

Model 3 Student 3.55 0.68 2.52 5.38 

  

Letter 0.40 0.14 0.23 0.90 

 

Model 4 Student 3.59 0.69 2.55 5.41 

    Letter 0.32 0.12 0.17 0.77 
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Table 1 

Letters, letter names, and letter sound values in Korean  

                 Consonant letters Vowel letters 

Letter 

(frequency) 

Letter name Letter sound Letter 

(frequency) 

Letter 

name 

Letter 

sound 

  syllable initial 

position 

syllable final 

position 
   

Simple Consonant letters   Simple vowel letters  

ɉ (1194) k傑.j^k /k/ /k/ ɧ (1853) /a/ /a/ 

Ɍ (1593) n傑.隙n /n/ /n/ ɩ (65) /ja/ /ja/ 

ɏ (806) t傑.k隙t /t/ /t/ ɫ (824) /^/ /^/ 

ɑ (1439) l傑.隙l /l/ /l/ ɭ (302) /j^/ /j^/ 

ə (695) m傑.隙m /m/ /m/ ɯ (750) /o/ /o/ 

ɚ (605) p傑.隙p /p/ /p/ ɳ (89) /jo/ /jo/ 

ɝ (927) sh傑.ot /s/ /t/ ɴ (506) /u/ /u/ 

ɟ (2313) 傑┕ Silent /┕/ ɸ (20) /ju/ /ju/ 

ɠ (485) c傑.隙t /c/ /t/ ɹ (1314) /隙/ /隙/ 

ɢ (126) t検傑.隙t /t検/ /t/ ɻ (1381) /傑/ /傑/ 

ɣ (29) kh傑.隙k /kh/ /k/ Complex vowel letters 

ɤ (54) th傑.隙t /th/ /t/ ɨ(312) /計/ /計/ 

ɥ (71) ph傑.隙p /ph/ /p/ ɪ (4) /j計/ /j計/ 

ɦ (429) h傑.隙t /h傑/ /t/ ɬ (414) /計/ /計/ 

Double consonant letters   ɮ (39) / j計/ / j計/ 

Ɋ (170) ssa┕.k傑.j^k /kk/ /k/ ɰ (86) /wa/ /wa/ 

ɐ (101) ssa┕.t傑.k隙t /tt/ /t/ ɱ (26) /w計/ /w計/ 

ɛ (54) ssa┕.p傑.隙p /pp/ /p/ ɲ (41) /w計/ /w計/ 

ɞ (385) ssa┕.s傑.隙t /ss/ /t/ ɵ (34) /w^/ /w^/ 

ɡ (49) ssa┕.c傑.隙t /cc/ /t/ ɶ (1) /w計/ /w計/ 

    ɷ (38) /w傑/ /w傑/ 

    ɺ (45) / 隙傑 / / 隙傑 / 
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Table 2 

 

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations for Predictors 

 

  LN LS PA SCN DCN SVN CVN SCS DCS 

Letter Names (total) 1.00 0.73 0.51 0.77 0.75 0.86 0.71 0.51 0.31 

Letter Sounds (total) 0.66 1.00 0.55 0.38 0.42 0.73 0.70 0.83 0.72 

Phonological Awareness 0.38 0.46 1.00 0.38 0.26 0.48 0.41 0.42 0.41 

SC - Names 0.75 0.49 0.40 1.00 0.62 0.46 0.25 0.32 0.10 

DC - Names 0.62 0.31 0.22 0.57 1.00 0.56 0.29 0.33 0.18 

SV - Names 0.84 0.58 0.28 0.37 0.29 1.00 0.63 0.52 0.39 

CV - Names 0.82 0.57 0.23 0.33 0.26 0.80 1.00 0.39 0.29 

SC - Sounds 0.42 0.89 0.42 0.38 0.11 0.37 0.33 1.00 0.75 

DC - Sounds 0.39 0.85 0.38 0.38 0.16 0.31 0.27 0.89 1.00 

Maximum possible score 40 37 37 14 5 10 11 12 5 

M 

 

24.80 

(29.76) 

16.94 

(23.18) 

22.63 

(29.52) 

11.34 

(11.95) 

2.81 

(3.28) 

6.97 

(7.81) 

3.68 

(6.72) 

5.20 

(5.78) 

1.69 

(2.32) 

SD 

 

10.13 

(10.22) 

10.36 

(10.88) 

7.94  

(7.64) 

4.09  

(3.91) 

2.25 

 (2.09) 

3.58 

(3.46) 

3.60 

(3.80) 

4.55 

(5.01) 

1.96 

(2.32) 

Note. Age 4 on upper diagonal and Age 5 children on lower diagonal of correlation matrix. Means and SDs for five-year olds are in 

parentheses.  

SCN = Simple Consonant Names; DCN = Double Consonant Names; SVN = Simple Vowel Names; CVN = Complex Vowel Names; 

SCS = Simple Consonant Sounds; DCS = Double Consonant Sounds. 
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Table 3 

 

Random Effect Results for Letter Name and Sound Knowledge Outcomes Cross-

Classified Models 

 

            

95% Confidence 

Interval 

Outcome Age Model 

Cross-

Classification 

Variance 

Component SD Lower Upper 

Letter Name Age 4 Model 1 Child 3.25 0.56 2.37 4.70 

   

Letter 2.21 0.53 1.45 3.78 

  

Model 2 Child 2.27 0.40 1.65 3.33 

   

Letter 2.14 0.52 1.40 3.68 

  

Model 3 Child 2.32 0.41 1.68 3.39 

   

Letter 0.37 0.11 0.22 0.75 

  

Model 4 Child 2.34 0.41 1.70 3.42 

 

    Letter 0.38 0.13 0.22 0.83 

 

Age 5 Model 1 Child 3.32 0.62 2.37 4.98 

   

Letter 1.01 0.26 0.64 1.80 

  

Model 2 Child 2.89 0.55 2.06 4.36 

   

Letter 0.97 0.25 0.62 1.75 

  

Model 3 Child 2.99 0.57 2.13 4.50 

   

Letter 0.31 0.10 0.18 0.65 

  

Model 4 Child 3.03 0.57 2.16 4.56 

      Letter 0.24 0.09 0.13 0.58 

Letter Sound Age 4 Model 1 Child 5.44 1.02 3.90 8.15 

   

Letter 0.51 0.22 0.25 1.48 

  

Model 2 Child 4.49 0.87 3.18 6.83 

   

Letter 0.50 0.22 0.25 1.48 

  

Model 3 Child 4.62 0.89 3.27 7.01 

   

Letter 0.37 0.18 0.17 1.27 

  

Model 4 Child 5.77 1.13 4.07 8.81 

 

    Letter 0.21 0.14 0.08 1.55 

 

Age 5 Model 1 Child 11.19 2.24 7.82 17.31 

   

Letter 1.43 0.59 0.73 3.99 

  

Model 2 Child 9.32 1.91 6.47 14.57 

   

Letter 1.54 0.65 0.77 4.42 

  

Model 3 Child 9.54 1.96 6.62 14.94 

   

Letter 1.67 0.73 0.83 4.99 

  

Model 4 Child 6.22 1.31 4.28 9.88 

      Letter 0.27 0.19 0.10 2.14 
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Table 4 

Fixed Effects for Letter Name Knowledge Outcome Cross-Classified Models – Age 4 

 

Model  

Model 

Components Coefficient SE df t p OR pp 

Model 1 Intercept 0.802 0.307 39 2.61 0.013 2.23 0.69 

Model 2 Intercept 0.767 0.287 39 2.67 0.011 2.15 0.68 

 

PA 0.130 0.021 3469 6.15 <.0001 1.14 0.68 

 

LIN 0.260 0.165 3469 1.57 0.116 1.30 0.74 

 

PA*LIN -0.003 0.018 3469 -0.19 0.846 1.00 0.74 

Model 3 Intercept 2.156 0.255 36 8.44 <.0001 8.63 0.90 

 

PA 0.135 0.025 3464 5.44 <.0001 1.14 0.90 

 

DC -1.819 0.355 3464 -5.12 <.0001 0.16 0.58 

 

SV -0.905 0.286 3464 -3.16 0.002 0.40 0.78 

 

CV -3.288 0.286 3464 -11.52 <.0001 0.04 0.24 

 

LIN 0.165 0.164 3464 1 0.316 1.18 0.91 

 

PA*DC -0.045 0.021 3464 -2.12 0.034 0.96 0.58 

 

PA*SV 0.024 0.020 3464 1.19 0.235 1.02 0.78 

 

PA*CV -0.004 0.020 3464 -0.22 0.827 1.00 0.24 

 

PA*LIN -0.039 0.025 3464 -1.54 0.125 0.96 0.91 

 

PA*SV*LIN 0.038 0.040 3464 0.97 0.333 1.04 0.78 

 

PA*CV*LIN 0.136 0.078 3464 1.74 0.081 1.15 0.24 

Model 4 Intercept 2.392 0.424 31 5.64 <.0001 10.94 0.92 

 

PA 0.136 0.025 3463 5.45 <.0001 1.15 0.92 

 

DC -2.157 0.882 3463 -2.44 0.015 0.12 0.56 

 

SV -1.597 0.689 3463 -2.32 0.021 0.20 0.69 

 

CV -3.306 0.675 3463 -4.9 <.0001 0.04 0.29 

 

LIN 0.101 0.168 3463 0.6 0.547 1.11 0.92 

 

PA*DC -0.046 0.021 3463 -2.15 0.032 0.96 0.56 

 

PA*SV 0.024 0.021 3463 1.17 0.243 1.02 0.69 

 

PA*CV -0.005 0.020 3463 -0.24 0.808 1.00 0.29 

 

PA*LIN -0.039 0.025 3463 -1.55 0.121 0.96 0.92 

 

PA*SV*LIN 0.039 0.040 3463 0.98 0.330 1.04 0.71 

 

PA*CV*LIN 0.138 0.079 3463 1.76 0.079 1.15 0.31 

 

Frequency 0.000 0.000 3463 1.03 0.305 1.00 0.92 

 

Visual similarity -0.024 0.122 3463 -0.2 0.844 0.98 0.92 

 

SC order -0.054 0.051 3463 -1.06 0.289 0.95 0.92 

 

DC order 0.016 0.211 3463 0.08 0.939 1.02 0.92 

 

SV order 0.064 0.081 3463 0.78 0.434 1.07 0.92 

  CV order -0.039 0.065 3463 -0.6 0.550 0.96 0.92 

 

Note. PA = Phonological Awareness, DC = Double Consonant letters, SV = Simple 

Vowel letters, CV = Complex Vowel letters, LIN = Letter In Name, OR = Odds Ratio, 

PP = Predicted Probability. In Models 3 and 4, the referent letter group is Simple 

Consonant letters (SC). 
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Table 5 

Fixed Effects for Letter Name Outcome Cross-Classified Models – Age 5 

 

Model  

Model 

Components Coefficient SE df t p OR pp 

Model 1 Intercept 1.653 0.268 39 6.17 <.0001 5.22 0.84 

Model 2 Intercept 1.620 0.258 39 6.29 <.0001 5.05 0.83 

 

PA 0.090 0.027 3040 3.33 0.001 1.09 0.83 

 

LIN 0.208 0.188 3040 1.11 0.268 1.23 0.86 

 

PA*LIN 0.016 0.019 3040 0.88 0.381 1.02 0.86 

Model 3 Intercept 2.763 0.282 36 9.79 <.0001 15.85 0.94 

 

PA 0.138 0.031 3035 4.51 <.0001 1.15 0.94 

 

DC -1.891 0.346 3035 -5.46 <.0001 0.15 0.71 

 

SV -0.876 0.281 3035 -3.12 0.002 0.42 0.87 

 

CV -2.177 0.276 3035 -7.88 <.0001 0.11 0.64 

 

LIN 0.032 0.188 3035 0.17 0.864 1.03 0.94 

 

PA*DC -0.064 0.024 3035 -2.67 0.008 0.94 0.71 

 

PA*SV -0.044 0.022 3035 -2.05 0.040 0.96 0.87 

 

PA*CV -0.074 0.020 3035 -3.69 0.000 0.93 0.64 

 

PA*LIN -0.009 0.027 3035 -0.33 0.743 0.99 0.94 

 

PA*SV*LIN 0.013 0.040 3035 0.32 0.749 1.01 0.87 

 

PA*CV*LIN -0.089 0.090 3035 -0.99 0.320 0.91 0.64 

Model 4 Intercept 3.305 0.411 31 8.03 <.0001 27.25 0.96 

 

PA 0.140 0.031 3034 4.52 <.0001 1.15 0.96 

 

DC -3.060 0.775 3034 -3.95 <.0001 0.05 0.56 

 

SV -2.134 0.616 3034 -3.46 0.001 0.12 0.76 

 

CV -2.406 0.598 3034 -4.02 <.0001 0.09 0.71 

 

LIN 0.000 0.192 3034 0 0.999 1.00 0.96 

 

PA*DC -0.065 0.024 3034 -2.71 0.007 0.94 0.56 

 

PA*SV -0.045 0.022 3034 -2.06 0.039 0.96 0.76 

 

PA*CV -0.075 0.020 3034 -3.71 0.000 0.93 0.71 

 

PA*LIN -0.009 0.027 3034 -0.32 0.750 0.99 0.96 

 

PA*SV*LIN 0.011 0.040 3034 0.27 0.785 1.01 0.76 

 

PA*CV*LIN -0.095 0.091 3034 -1.04 0.298 0.91 0.71 

 

Frequency 0.000 0.000 3034 -0.89 0.374 1.00 0.96 

 

Visual similarity 0.034 0.107 3034 0.32 0.747 1.04 0.96 

 

SC order -0.117 0.046 3034 -2.54 0.011 0.89 0.96 

 

DC order 0.049 0.182 3034 0.27 0.787 1.05 0.96 

 

SV order 0.067 0.071 3034 0.95 0.343 1.07 0.96 

  CV order -0.139 0.055 3034 -2.55 0.011 0.87 0.96 

Note. PA = Phonological Awareness, DC = Double Consonant letters, SV = Simple Vowel 

letters, CV = Complex Vowel letters, LIN = Letter In Name, OR = Odds Ratio, PP = Predicted 

Probability. In Models 3 and 4, the referent letter group is Simple Consonant letters (SC). 
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Table 6 

Letter Name Outcome Models: Contrasts for Mean Log-Odds When Letter Phonological 

Awareness is Low, Average, and High for Four- and Five-Year Old Children When Letter is not 

in Name  

Age PA Score Contrast Mean Diff. Standard Error t Value Pr > |t| 

4 17 DC-SC -2.72 0.56 -4.87 <.001 

  

SV-SC -2.29 0.51 -4.48 <.001 

  

CV-SC -4.47 0.52 -8.56 <.001 

  

DC-SV -0.43 0.39 -1.09 0.274 

  

CV-SV -2.18 0.33 -6.59 <.001 

  

DC-CV 1.75 0.39 4.47 <.001 

 

23 DC-SC -3.97 0.52 -7.67 <.001 

  

SV-SC -3.06 0.47 -6.53 <.001 

  

CV-SC -5.44 0.47 -11.47 <.001 

  

DC-SV -0.91 0.37 -2.49 0.013 

  

CV-SV -2.38 0.30 -7.93 <.001 

  

DC-CV 1.47 0.36 4.08 <.001 

 

28 DC-SC -4.87 0.57 -8.52 <.001 

  

SV-SC -3.61 0.52 -6.89 <.001 

  

CV-SC -6.14 0.53 -11.57 <.001 

  

DC-SV -1.26 0.39 -3.25 0.001 

  

CV-SV -2.53 0.32 -7.93 <.001 

    DC-CV 1.27 0.37 3.42 <.001 

5 25 DC-SC -3.24 0.58 -5.59 <.001 

  

SV-SC -2.36 0.53 -4.41 <.001 

  

CV-SC -3.46 0.53 -6.46 <.001 

  

DC-SV -0.88 0.38 -2.3 0.022 

  

CV-SV -1.10 0.31 -3.54 <.001 

  

DC-CV 0.22 0.37 0.58 0.560 

 

32 DC-SC -4.65 0.53 -8.79 <.001 

  

SV-SC -3.64 0.48 -7.56 <.001 

  

CV-SC -4.94 0.49 -10.14 <.001 

  

DC-SV -1.01 0.35 -2.87 0.004 

  

CV-SV -1.30 0.29 -4.55 <.001 

  

DC-CV 0.29 0.34 0.84 0.400 

 

35 DC-SC -5.26 0.56 -9.35 <.001 

  

SV-SC -4.19 0.51 -8.14 <.001 

  

CV-SC -5.58 0.52 -10.7 <.001 

  

DC-SV -1.07 0.36 -2.94 0.003 

  

CV-SV -1.39 0.30 -4.69 <.001 

    DC-CV 0.32 0.35 0.91 0.362 

Note. PA = Phonological Awareness, DC = Double Consonant letters, SV = Simple Vowel 

letters, ComV = Complex Vowel letters.  
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Table 7 

Letter Name Outcome Models: Contrasts for Mean Log-Odds When Letter Phonological 

Awareness is Low, Average, and High for Four- and Five-Year Old Children When Letter is in 

Name 

 

Age 

PA 

Score Contrast Mean Diff. 

Standard 

Error t Value Pr > |t| 

4 17 SV-SC -2.99 0.59 -5.08 <.001 

  

CV-SC -5.86 0.76 -7.73 <.001 

  

CV-SV -1.50 0.68 -2.21 0.027 

 

23 SV-SC -3.23 0.48 -6.73 <.001 

  

CV-SC -5.61 0.47 -11.83 <.001 

  

CV-SV -2.38 0.30 -7.93 <.001 

 

28 SV-SC -3.39 0.57 -5.95 <.001 

  

CV-SC -5.43 0.66 -8.21 <.001 

 

  CV-SV -3.02 0.53 -5.68 <.001 

5 25 SV-SC -2.54 0.61 -4.15 <.001 

  

CV-SC -2.92 0.83 -3.52 <.001 

  

CV-SV -1.81 0.74 -2.46 0.014 

 

32 SV-SC -3.67 0.49 -7.44 <.001 

  

CV-SC -4.97 0.48 -10.28 <.001 

  

CV-SV -1.30 0.29 -4.55 <.001 

 

35 SV-SC -4.15 0.54 -7.7 <.001 

  

CV-SC -5.85 0.58 -10.03 <.001 

    CV-SV -1.08 0.41 -2.64 0.008 

Note. DC = Double Consonant letters, SV = Simple Vowel letters, CV = Complex Vowel letters.  
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Table 8 Fixed Effects for Letter Sound Knowledge – Age 4 

Model  

Model 

Components Coefficient SE df t p OR pp 

Model 1 Intercept -0.725 0.316 16 -2.30 0.035 0.48 0.33 

Model 2 Intercept -0.958 0.360 16 -2.66 0.017 0.38 0.28 

 

LN 0.369 0.260 1418 1.42 0.157 1.45 0.36 

 

PA 0.171 0.039 1418 4.43 <.0001 1.19 0.28 

 

LIN -0.205 0.556 1418 -0.37 0.712 0.81 0.24 

 

LN*LIN 0.106 0.584 1418 0.18 0.856 1.11 0.33 

 

LN*PA -0.024 0.034 1418 -0.72 0.474 0.98 0.36 

 

PA*LIN 0.019 0.064 1418 0.30 0.766 1.02 0.24 

 

LN*PA*LIN -0.031 0.070 1418 -0.45 0.656 0.97 0.33 

Model 3 Intercept -1.044 0.423 15 -2.47 0.026 0.35 0.26 

 

LN 0.768 0.344 1415 2.24 0.026 2.16 0.43 

 

PA 0.137 0.044 1415 3.13 0.002 1.15 0.26 

 

LIN 0.044 0.584 1415 0.08 0.939 1.05 0.27 

 

DC -0.248 0.508 1415 -0.49 0.625 0.78 0.22 

 

LN*LIN -0.296 0.620 1415 -0.48 0.633 0.74 0.37 

 

LN*PA 0.019 0.041 1415 0.46 0.642 1.02 0.43 

 

PA*LIN 0.051 0.067 1415 0.76 0.450 1.05 0.27 

 

LN*DC -0.805 0.454 1415 -1.77 0.077 0.45 0.21 

 

PA*DC 0.071 0.050 1415 1.43 0.154 1.07 0.22 

 

LN*PA*LIN -0.071 0.074 1415 -0.96 0.336 0.93 0.37 

 

LN*PA*DC -0.089 0.059 1415 -1.50 0.134 0.91 0.21 

Model 4 Intercept -0.566 0.583 11 -0.97 0.353 0.57 0.36 

 

LN 0.770 0.346 1415 2.23 0.026 2.16 0.55 

 

PA 0.139 0.044 1415 3.15 0.002 1.15 0.36 

 

LIN 0.121 0.591 1415 0.20 0.838 1.13 0.39 

 

DC -1.050 1.118 1415 -0.94 0.348 0.35 0.17 

 

Frequency -0.001 0.000 1415 -1.19 0.234 1.00 0.36 

 

Visual similarity 0.227 0.207 1415 1.09 0.275 1.25 0.36 

 DC order 0.070 0.211 1415 0.33 0.738 1.07 0.36 

 

SC order -0.062 0.070 1415 -0.89 0.372 0.94 0.36 

 

LN*LIN -0.294 0.624 1415 -0.47 0.638 0.75 0.51 

 

LN*PA 0.018 0.041 1415 0.43 0.667 1.02 0.55 

 

PA*LIN 0.056 0.067 1415 0.83 0.406 1.06 0.39 

 

LN*DC -0.810 0.457 1415 -1.77 0.077 0.44 0.16 

 

PA*DC 0.071 0.050 1415 1.41 0.159 1.07 0.17 

 

LN*PA*LIN -0.073 0.074 1415 -0.98 0.328 0.93 0.51 

  LN*PA*DC -0.088 0.060 1415 -1.48 0.139 0.92 0.16 

Note. PA = Phonological Awareness, LN = Letter Name, LIN = Letter In Name, DC = Double 

Consonant letters, OR = Odds Ratio, PP = Predicted Probability. In Models 3 and 4, the referent 

letter group is Simple Consonant letters (SC).  
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Table 9 

Fixed Effects for Letter Sound Knowledge – Age 5 

Model  Model Components Coefficient SE df t p OR pp 

Model 1 Intercept -0.266 0.495 16 -0.54 0.598 0.77 0.43 

Model 2 Intercept -0.666 0.575 16 -1.16 0.264 0.51 0.34 

 

LN 0.377 0.384 1242 0.98 0.326 1.46 0.43 

 

PA 0.168 0.065 1242 2.58 0.010 1.18 0.34 

 

LIN -0.056 1.082 1242 -0.05 0.959 0.95 0.33 

 

LN*LIN 0.221 1.095 1242 0.2 0.840 1.25 0.47 

 

LN*PA 0.069 0.055 1242 1.25 0.210 1.07 0.43 

 

PA*LIN 0.125 0.172 1242 0.73 0.467 1.13 0.33 

 

LN*PA*LIN -0.139 0.178 1242 -0.78 0.436 0.87 0.47 

Model 3 Intercept -0.422 0.744 15 -0.57 0.579 0.66 0.40 

 

LN 0.171 0.573 1239 0.3 0.765 1.19 0.44 

 

PA 0.203 0.082 1239 2.49 0.013 1.23 0.40 

 

LIN -0.183 1.137 1239 -0.16 0.872 0.83 0.35 

 

DC -0.369 0.904 1239 -0.41 0.684 0.69 0.31 

 

LN*LIN 0.361 1.159 1239 0.31 0.756 1.43 0.48 

 

LN*PA 0.026 0.074 1239 0.35 0.726 1.03 0.44 

 

PA*LIN 0.098 0.178 1239 0.55 0.583 1.10 0.35 

 

LN*DC 0.196 0.656 1239 0.3 0.765 1.22 0.40 

 

PA*DC -0.059 0.078 1239 -0.76 0.447 0.94 0.31 

 

LN*PA*LIN -0.104 0.185 1239 -0.56 0.575 0.90 0.48 

 

LN*PA*DC 0.081 0.090 1239 0.9 0.370 1.08 0.40 

Model 4 Intercept 1.668 0.865 11 1.93 0.080 5.30 0.84 

 

LN 0.175 0.577 1239 0.3 0.762 1.19 0.86 

 

PA 0.211 0.084 1239 2.52 0.012 1.23 0.84 

 

LIN -0.080 1.169 1239 -0.07 0.946 0.92 0.83 

 

DC -4.232 1.452 1239 -2.92 0.004 0.01 0.07 

 

Frequency -0.003 0.001 1239 -4.44 <.0001 1.00 0.84 

 

Visual similarity -0.006 0.262 1239 -0.02 0.981 0.99 0.84 

 DC order 0.023 0.263 1239 0.09 0.930 1.02 0.84 

 

SC order -0.303 0.090 1239 -3.39 0.001 0.74 0.84 

 

LN*LIN 0.355 1.188 1239 0.3 0.765 1.43 0.89 

 

LN*PA 0.020 0.075 1239 0.27 0.787 1.02 0.86 

 

PA*LIN 0.097 0.182 1239 0.53 0.595 1.10 0.83 

 

LN*DC 0.205 0.659 1239 0.31 0.756 1.23 0.10 

 

PA*DC -0.066 0.078 1239 -0.84 0.403 0.94 0.07 

 

LN*PA*LIN -0.098 0.188 1239 -0.52 0.604 0.91 0.89 

  LN*PA*DC 0.089 0.091 1239 0.98 0.329 1.09 0.10 

Note. PA = Phonological Awareness, LN = Letter Name, LIN = Letter In Name, DC = Double 

Consonant letters, OR = Odds Ratio, PP = Predicted Probability. In Models 3 and 4, the referent 

letter group is Simple Consonant letters (SC). 
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(a)                                                                                                   (b) 

 

  
                      (c)         (d) 

 

Figure 1. Predicted Probability of Letter-Name Knowledge as a Function of Phonological Awareness and Letter Characteristics for  

Four Year Olds (a) when the Letter is not in the Name and (b) when the Letter is in the Name; and for Five Year Olds (c) when the 

Letter is not in the Name and (d) when the Letter is in the Name. SC = Simple consonant letters; DC = Double consonant letters; SV = 

Simple vowel letters; CV = Complex vowel letters; LIN = Letters included in the child’s name.   
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(a)                                                                                                    (b) 

 

    
                                            (c)                                                                                               (d) 

 

 

Figure 2. Predicted Probability of Letter-Sounds Knowledge as a Function of Phonological Awareness, Letter-Name Knowledge, and 

Letter Characteristics for Four Year Olds (a) when the Letter is not in the Name and when letter name was known (LN) vs. not known 

and (b) when the Letter is in the Name and when letter name was known (LN) vs. unknown; and Five Year Olds (c) when the Letter is 

not in the Name and when letter name was known (LN) vs. not known and (d) when the Letter is in the Name and when letter name 
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was known (LN) vs. not known. SC = Simple consonant letters; DC = Double consonant letters; SV = Simple vowel letters; CV = 

Complex vowel letters; LIN = Letters included in the child’s name; LN = Letter Name.    

 


